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BANANA / PLANTAIN CHIPS PROCESSING MACHINES

Banana Wafers are a popular snack eaten world over. Banana Wafers are 
made by cutting bananas into thin slices. The slices are then fried in cooking 
oil. Excess oil is extracted and fried banana wafers are seasoned with salt 
and other spices as per the requirement and then packed in pouches using 
suitable packing machine.
This professional Banana wafer machines are fabricated from non corrosive 
materials. The machine with rotated head and base foundation, in this 
machine plain wafer like a longitudinal or round can be cutting on this 
machine. Feeding is done manual in our banana wafer machines.
Firm bananas are washed, peeled and sliced. Banana slicing is done

by jas raw banana wafer machine banana wafer (chips) machine has been manufactured with the latest technology. 
There is a mini machine that does this manually. It has a stationary blade on a solid platform with little opening just 
under the tip of the cutting edge through which sliced plantain are collected. The peeled plantain is move back and 
forth on the blade with relative force. The blade is set to cut at predetermined thickness usually from 3mm-6mm. 
Due to auto pressure system very easy to use, without pulley belts and no fear for heat while frying, you can set 
thickness of wafer as you need thick or thin. Just one unskilled labor has to keep feeding peeled banana by using 
both hands one after another end chips falls directly into frying vessel or brine water. The bananas thus prepared 
are then dipped in brine water to avoid oxidation. Sometimes turmeric powder is also used for coloring the banana 
chips or to improve color. The Banana chips are fried in vegetable oil by jas batch / continuous type fryer and cooled 
down to the room temperature. These wafers are then packed in polyethylene bags of suitable gauge and size to 
prevent spoilage.

Uses of banana wafer machine
Suitable for cost effective and continuous production of banana, plantain, sweet potato, yam, cassava, tapioca, yuca, 
manioc, chips. It can also do much other floating type of snacks with high moisture in raw product.

Key features of banana wafer machines
Banana slicer machine provide uniformly slices with excellent results. Easy operating system and simplified design 
needed less maintenance and easy to cleaning. Different types of cut like round cut, oval cut and length cut with 
best results interchangeable cutting head enable the processor to change the different types of cut within seconds.

Standard accessories of banana wafer machine
• Suitable 4 pole totally enclosed fan cooled single or three phase squirrel cage motor is supplied with banana 

wafer machines {electricity (special power can be accommodated): 110/220/380/415 volts, 50/60 Hz , 1/3 phase }
• One numbers of blades

Extra accessories of banana wafer machine
• Extra die or knife
• Suitable miniature circuit breaker for over load protraction of electric motor or Starters, main switch, ampere 

meter, capacitor for single phase electric motor.
• Jas de-watering machine 
• Jas circular/ rectangular fryer direct/ indirect heat type with /without tilting system or continuous frying system 

with heat exchanger
• Flavoring machines 

Available model of banana wafer machine
Model No Capacity per 

hour Motor
HP Size Approximate Weight

( L X B X H)
Jas-BC-109 60 Kilogram 1HP (0.75 KW) 650 mm X 500 mm X 400 mm
Jas-BC-108 35 Kilogram 0.5 HP ( 0.38 Kw) 460 mm X 350 mm X 400 mm
JAS-BC-110-TS 60 Kilogram 1HP (0.75 KW)

Note:- JAS-BC-110-TS having two speed machine suitable speed for long cut chips and round  chips for reducing the 
brackeages of thechips


